16. 01.1980
Today Bapdada went on a tour of all the most important pilgrimage places. Where there
are service centers today, these will be worshipped on the path of devotion as pilgrimage
places. Whilst on a tour of all the pilgrimage places, all the rivers Ganga , Jamuna ,
Saraswati and Godavari, were seen . All the Rivers of Knowledge were engaged in their
own services. In some places there were a few heirs and in others there were those who
were very close to the Royal Family, those with the authority to rule the business of the
kingdom. There were some with the right to give orders within the kingdom, while the
majority were engaged in carrying out the task of running the kingdom.
Nowdays Bapdada is engaged in checking the children all around in different ways and is
seeing the result , because the result must be announced at the end . And so the present
papers of everyone were being checked .
Today , in particular, Bapdada was checking the Paper on Purity . It was for this reason
that he went on a special tour in order to see the extent to which the light of Purity
radiates from each Brahmin child .
To what extent are there vibrations of purity radiating from each soul at their place of
service?. . . . . . Is the percentage of Purity equivalent to a tiny bulb, a large bulb, a
searchlight or a lighthouse? . . . . . . To what extent is the Power of Purity able to
transform the atmosphere? . . . . . There was a tour of all the pilgrimage places in order to
discover the result.
The importance of any pilgrimage place is dependent on those who are responsible for
serving at the true pilgrimage place. According to the extent of the influence of those
responsible for serving, so will be the atmosphere and vibrations all around. On 18th
January ( Prajapita Brahma’s Day of Ascension) the result of all the Papers will be
revealed .
This was Bapdada’s programme today – the checking of the Paper of Purity . The result
of each place was seen . What has been the Account of Purity since the beginning in
thoughts and dreams? . . . . . The complete checking of this took place. Bapdada is able
to emerge His cooperative children whenever He chooses. The Tribubal ( the court of the
“ Last Judgement “) has been remembered. At the end there will be a Tribunal of
cooperative children and at this time these cooperative children are being emerged as the
Special Children.
Why does Baba do this? . . . . . Just as you people sometimes hold meetings of the heads
of zones, so, too, Bapdada also calls together small gatherings. Sometimes there is
meeting of serviceable ones, sometimes of those involved in service – the workers.
Bapdada also calls such different groups.

Do you remember how, in the beginning Baba would entertain different groups? Each
group was even invited to eat with Baba separately. Now we have reached the story of
the Bhagavad ( The divine activity of God). The Bhagavad is very long . In the path of
devotion they have made the Bhagavad even longer than the Gita. ( Gita – Knowledge ;
Bhagavad – Stories) .
Some may be interested in hearing the knowledge of the Gita, but not everyone.
However, everyone will always be interested in hearing the Bhagawad. In the Corporeal
Form, there were such interesting games played with the children, but even now children
are emerged in the subtle regions. The papers will also be verified and checked with the
children , because Baba always regards His children as Master. It is for this reason that
those children who are responsible instruments are always seen in each task in the
relationship of senior brother.
What is the meeting of brothers like ? . . . . . . A Brother would always check things with
another . This is why Bapdada is never alone but always together with His children. He
cannot remain alone anywhere.
And so if you look at the memorials you will see this. Is he shown alone in the form of
the Effort – Maker in the Dilwara Temple ? There, too, he is shown with His children.
And at the final result when there is the Rosary of Victory, there, again, he is not alone.
Sometimes with some, and sometimes with others, but there is always company.
Baba also emerges your own complete angelic form. That touching also comes to you.
Does it come each day? . . . . . . . or only occasionally ? . . . . . . you bring the subtle
region down here and Baba brings you to the subtle region. Sometimes Baba comes to
you and sometimes He calls you to Him. This is the business that goes on the whole day.
Sometimes He takes you with Him on service and sometimes He takes you Him in order
to give a vision to others. Sometimes He sends you out alone to grant visions because
sometimes there are devotees who are so stubborn that they are not satisfied unless they
have a vision of their own special deity. And even if Baba is revealed to them, yet still
they prefer their own special deity. This is why it is necessary to send the various special
gods and goddesses to the devotees.
What happens? . . . . . Sometimes there is special Mantra of Power whispered in the
ears of the special, loving, cooperative children. Why does He do this? . Because
sometimes there are such tasks that require special souls, those special children who are
responsible instruments. They already possess courage and enthusiasm and have already
attained the powers with which to complete the task.

Sometimes, when a rocket is sent very far , it is projected with extra force, and then later

it breaks off and becomes independent. Similarly, there are such tasks that arise where it
is only necessary to give one’s notice. There is a touching – The Mantra of Power .
The group of Professionals has come. Baba has also told you the task of his profession,
all those things taking place in the subtle region. Baba has told you all of this because
even now you can add marks to your Paper right up until 18th January. Sometimes a
paper is also re-sat, and so now you can add to your Paper of Purity. Further marks can
still be accumulated because the main foundation and the test of real knowledge is Purity.
On the basis of Purity there is Natural Yoga, Gyan, Dharna and Service. The foundation
for all four subjects is Purity. This is why it was the first Paper to be checked.
30.01.1980
Brahma Baba said, “ There was sustenance through the corporeal from and now
sustenance through the avyakt ( subtle) form is taking place. Those who had sustenance
from the corporeal received many chances at various times. Now, those who are taking
the subtle sustenance and those who have received corporeal and subtle sustenance in
checking the papers of those who came later on, at the time of subtle sustenance, there is
bonus of 25% extra marks compared to those who came in the beginning.
So, whoever wishes to take the Last Chance, can do so. The whistle for claiming the final
seat has not yet been blown . And so, take the chance and claim the seat !

